
Name/Badge: Co: Evaluation Type:

Instructor/Badge: Instructors Signature: Date:

Equipment needed: 24' Extension Ladder, Mannequin, 2 FF's in appropriate PPE

Description: FF's will demonstrate how to remove a Unconscious victim from a window using
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Has the firefighter displayed compentacy on removing an Unconscious victim

Down a Ground Ladder

Instructors Notes

beam of the ladder to support the weight of the upper torso

Has the FF leaned into victim, while sliding the victim down the ladder in a 

controlled manner until reaching the base of the ladder

Once they reached the bottom, has the FF requested assistance to carry the 

victim to an awaiting stretcher or backboard...

a ground ladder

 the beam of the ladder to support the victims lower torso and leg's weight

victim to an awaiting stretcher or backboard...

Skill For Both Interior and Exterior Firefighters  - Victim Head First

the beam of the ladder to support the victims lower torso and leg's weight

controlled manner until reaching the base of the ladder

Once they reached the bottom, has the FF requested assistance to carry the 

Has the FF leaned into victim, while sliding the victim down the ladder in a 

Skill For Both Interior and Exterior Firefighters  - Victim Feet First

Has the FF's positioned themselves below window & prepared to receive victim   

Has the FF placed their second forearm under the victims and grasped the

Has FF guided the victim's feet on one side of the ladder
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Has FF placed forearm under the victims top leg, into groin area, and grasped

Has the FF's positioned themselves below window & prepared to receive victim   

Has FF positioned victim with head on one side of the ladder

Has FF placed one forearm along side the victims neck and firmly against the lower

shoulder while grasping the beam of the ladder in order to hold victim's torso weight

Has the FF placed second arm under the victims top leg, into groin area, and grasped


